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We discuss the State ReductionGTH (Grassmann, Taksar, Heyman) algorithm
for recursively finding invariant measure. We demonstrate the relationship between
this algorithm and the FreidlinWentzell ‘‘tree decomposition’’ approach to study
the characteristics of Markov chains. The structure of the State ReductionGTH
algorithm suggests the natural idea for finding the distribution of a Markov chain
at the moment of first visit to a given set, and some similar characteristics. We
study the possible range of such algorithms. We also present a new algorithm for
solving the classical problem of optimal stopping of a Markov chain based on a
similar idea of sequential elimination of some states. We give shorter and more
transparent proofs of some previously known results, and improve the bounds of
FreidlinWentzell in the perturbation theory of Markov chains. Some applications
to graph theory are also discussed.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Goals
The main goals of this paper are threefold. First, we review the well-
known State ReductionGTH algorithm for the sequential calculation of
invariant distribution of a Markov chain, proposed in 1985 independently
by Sheskin in [1] and by Grassmann, Taksar and Heyman in [2]. We
analyze this algorithm and its extensions from a more general and unified
point of view, and we describe the approach that naturally stems from this
algorithm. We also give shorter and more transparent proofs of some
statements related to this algorithm, and present some new results.
Our second goal is to demonstrate a rather surprising relationship
between this algorithm and the WentzellFreidlin approach to the study of
Markov chains based on the ‘‘tree decomposition’’ of a corresponding state
space. We also give a substantially shorter and simpler proof and improved
bounds for perturbation type estimates.
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Our third goal is to present a new algorithm, based on the State Reduc-
tion approach, which we call the Elimination algorithm, that provides a
new way to solve the classical problem of stochastic optimizationoptimal
stopping of a Markov chain.
1.2. Six Problems
Let X be a finite or countable state space, P=[ p(x, y), x, y # X] be a
stochastic (transition) matrix. Let (!n), n=0, 1, ..., be a Markov chain from
the family of homogeneous Markov chains specified by X, P and all initial
distributions. Let us denote by Px a probabilistic measure for the Markov
chain with initial point x and by Ex the expectation with respect to Px .
We are studying the following problems related to the behavior of
Markov chains (!n).
Problem 1. Given a set G/X and an initial state x, calculate the dis-
tribution uG(x, } ) of a Markov chain at the moment {G of first visit (entry)
to G ({G=min[n0, ! # G]), uG(x, y)=Px(!{G= y), or the distribution
u$G(x, } ) at the moment %G of the first return to G (the length of a sojourn
from G), %G=min[n1, !n # G]. Let us denote corresponding matrices
UG=[uG(x, y)], x # X"G, y # G, U$G=[u$G(x, y)], x, y # G. (For other
values of variables x and y matrices U and U$ are either trivial or coincide.)
Problem 2. Given a set G/X and an initial state x, calculate the mean
time nG(x, y) spent by a Markov chain at state y until first visit to G,
nG(x, y)=Ex {G&1m=0 Iy(!m), IB is the characteristic function of the set B
(correspondingly calculate the mean time n$G(x, y) until first return to G).
In other words the problem is to calculate matrices NG=[nG(x, y)],
x, y # X"G, and N$G=[n$G(x, y)], x # G, y # X"G.
In the sequel as a rule we will omit the superscript G in uG(x, } ),
nG(x, y), and other matrices that depend on G when G is clear from the
context.
Problem 3. For the ergodic Markov chain, calculate the invariant dis-
tribution ? and the fundamental matrix Z, i.e. the inverse to (I&P+A),
where A=limn Pn.
Problem 4 (FreidlinWentzell (entry-wise) perturbation type estimates).
Obtain estimates for the ratios uG(x, s)u~ G(x, s), nG(x, y)n~ G(x, y), and
?(x)?~ (x) for two stochastic matrices P=[ p(x, y)] and P =[ p~ (x, y)] such
that
*&1p~ (x, y)p(x, y)*p~ (x, y) for all x, y # X, *>1. (1)
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As it happens Problems 3 and 4 are also related to some problems in
graph theory. We will discuss these relationships later but now we can
loosely formulate them as
Problem 5. Given a graph (X, E ) with a set of vertices X and a set of
edges E, count (list) the spanning trees with particular properties using
Markov chains specified by X and specially selected stochastic matrices.
Problem 6 (The optimal stopping of a Markov chain). Given the
triplet (X, P, g), where g is a reward function, find the value function v(x)
and the optimal stopping time {
*
. The value function defined as v(x)=
sup Ex g(!{), where the sup is taken over all stopping times { ({<) and
{
*
is a stopping time such that for any x # X the equality Ex g(!{*)=v(x)
holds.
1.3. The Classical Results (Closed-Form Solutions)
Given a set G/X let us introduce the blocks of stochastic matrix P,
matrices Q=[ p(i, j), i, j # X"G], R=[ p(i, j), i # X"G, j # G], R$=[ p(i, j),
i # G, j # X"G], and Q$[ p(i, j), i, j # G].
The matrices Q, Q$, R, R$, U, U$, N and N$ introduced above in
Problems 1 and 2 have the following dimensions, if we assume that
|X"G|=k< and |G|=m. The matrices Q and N are k_k matrices,
R and U are k_m matrices, R$ and N$ are m_k matrices, and Q$ and U$
are m_m matrices.
The traditional answers to Problems 13 are well known (see, e.g.,
Kemeny et al. [3, 4] or Isaacson and Madsen [5]) and are the following.





where I is the k_k identity matrix. The first equality in (2) follows from
the definition of N; the second can be proved in the same way as the
equality for geometric series n=0 x
n=(1&x)&1. Formula (2) implies
obviously
N=I+QN=I+NQ. (3)
It is easy to show that similarly to (3) for N$ we have the equalities
N$=R$N=R$+N$Q. (4)
(Note that in the former equality we have matrix N, not N$.) Both pairs
of equalities, (3) and (4), have simple probabilistic interpretations.
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The distribution of a Markov chain at the moment of first visit to G is
given by the matrix
U=NR. (5)
This equality follows from the simple probabilistic equality
U=R+QU, (6)
which means that from any state x a Markov chain can either jump to G
in one step or can make one step inside of (X"G) and, after that, exit to
G. (Similar equalities hold for U$.)
The invariant (steady-state) distribution ? is the solution of the system
of linear equations ?T=?TP, where T denotes transposition and all vectors
are assumed to be column vectors. In the ergodic case, ? is the limit dis-
tribution for any initial point; and the matrix A=limn Pn has all rows
equal to the vector ?T. The fundamental matrix Z, which is an analog of





The elements v(x, y) of the matrix V=Z&A, the so-called group inverse





Iy(!s)&n?( y)& . (8)
Thus they measure the expected deviation in the number of visits to state
y due to starting in state x instead of starting randomly according to the
invariant distribution ?.
1.4. State ReductionGTH Algorithm
There is a vast literature on methods for computing various charac-
teristics of Markov chains. We refer the reader to the volume ‘‘Linear
Algebra, Markov Chains, and Queueing Models’’ [6], which represents the
modern state of the art in this area.
In two pioneering papers, that appear in 1985, Sheskin [1] and
Grassmann, Taksar, and Heyman [2] independently proposed practically
the same algorithm to calculate invariant distribution. According to
Heyman [7] (1995), ‘‘It is a variant of Gaussian elimination that
accurately computes the stationary vector of a regular stochastic matrix.’’
But both the algorithm and the broader approach for studying Markov
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chains that can be developed from it mean much more. (Indeed a substantial
part of that further development has been furnished by Heyman himself.)
The algorithm constructs a sequence of stochastic matrices, each having
dimension one less than that of the previous matrix, and has a simple and
transparent probabilistic interpretation (given in [1]): namely that each
later matrix of the sequence is the transition matrix for a Markov chain
whose state space is smaller by one state than that of its predecessor. This
new Markov chain is specified by the initial Markov chain at the moments
of its visits (entrances) to the reduced state space. The probabilistic inter-
pretation of this algorithm given in [2] was different and was based on
two rather complicated statements (Theorem 2 in Section 3 of this paper),
though these statements, grounded in regenerative theory, are of significant
interest on their own. In subsequent papers Grassmann, Heyman, and
other authors mainly used the ‘‘visits’’ interpretation.
The generalization of this algorithm to the case of semi-Markov
processes was studied by Kohlas in [8]. Numerous papers studied the
computational properties of this algorithm and different generalizations
and particular cases (see cited volume [6] and [914] and references
therein). It was shown, among other things, that the algorithm has serious
advantages over the traditional methods of calculation of ?.
In most papers this algorithm is referred to as the State Reduction or
GTH algorithm. But, when the short but very precise paper of Sheskin [1]
is taken into account, there is no doubt that either the algorithm should be
referred to as State Reduction or the letter S (after Sheskin) must somehow
be added to the abbreviation GTH. Unable to solve the latter problem, in
this paper we will call this algorithm the SR (for State Reduction)
algorithm.
Note also that the roots of the SR algorithm can be traced to earlier
papers of other authors. Lal and Bhat in [12] and their earlier works give
very similar and even more general algorithms; but they stopped short of
the precise form of the SR algorithm. An important contribution was made
in Heyman [7], where, on the basis of SR, another algorithm, FUND was
introduced to calculate the fundamental matrix Z.
In our subsequent presentation an important role is played by the trans-
formations of state spaces and transition matrices. So in the sequel, instead
of the term ‘‘Markov chain,’’ we prefer to use the term ‘‘Markov model.’’
A Markov model M is a pair (X, P), where X is a finite or countable state
space, and P is a stochastic matrix.
We now present, with minor changes in notation, the SR algorithm as
described in [1, 2]. In particular we have reversed the order in which states
are eliminated. This minor change in notation facilitates our presentation
of the Elimination algorithm, where the number of states to be eliminated
is not known in advance (see Section 4).
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Let Markov model M=(X, P), where X=[1, 2, ..., k] be given.
SR Algorithm
1. (State reduction). For n=1, 2, ..., k&1 do the following:
(a) Let sn=ky=n+1 p(n, y)#1& p(n, n).
(b) Let
p(x, y)  p(x, y)+
p(x, n) p(n, y)
sn
, x, y>n, (9)
The calculations in Step 1 overwrite the elements of P, so let
P =[ p^(x, y)] be the contents of the array when the algorithm terminates.
2. (Back substitution). Initialize TOT=1 and h(k)=1. For y=k&1,
k&2, ..., 2, 1 do the following:
(a) Let
h( y)=
kx= y+1 h(x) p^(x, y)
sy
. (10)
(b) Let TOT  TOT+h( y).
3. (Normalization). Let
?( y)=h( y)TOT, y=1, 2, ..., k. (11)
Note that at the n th, step of the first stage of this algorithm a new stochastic
matrix Pn+1=[ pn(x, y)], x, y # Xn+1=[n+1, ..., k], n=1, 2, ..., k&1 (of
dimension (k&n)_(k&n)) is calculated, Pk=[1]. It is easy to see that
p^(x, y)= pn(x, n), xn, n=1, 2, ..., k&1 and that only the elements of
matrix P on the main diagonal and below (i.e., only the first columns of
each of the matrices Pn) are used in the second stage of SR.
The only difference between the above presentation of the algorithm and
that found in [2] is that there, before the matrix Pn+1 is calculated, the
first column of the previous matrix Pn (P1=P) to the left of this matrix is
divided by sn , and therefore h( y) in (10) is calculated without sy .
Denote by hn the sequence of vectors calculated during the backward
stage of the SR algorithm, hn=[h(n), h(n+1), ..., h(k)], n=k, k&1, ..., 1.
For the subsequent presentation we need the sequence of vectors q^n of the
same dimensions, defined by
q^n=sn sn+1 } } } sk&1hn , n=k, k&1, ..., 1. (12)
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In contrast to the vectors hn , which simply include an additional
coordinate at each step, vectors q^n also change proportionally the ‘‘old’’
coordinates. It is easy to see that the sequence of vectors q^n , n=k, ..., 1, can
be obtained by deleting sy in (10). In Section 2, after the simple transparent
probabilistic interpretation of the SR algorithm has been given, we will see
that the normalized vector h1 , (as well as vector q^1) is the invariant
distribution ?.
1.5. WentzellFreidlin approach and Its relation to the SR Algorithm.
Theorem 1
In 1979 Freidlin and Wentzell in [15] developed an original approach
to calculating ? (as well as U and N) on the basis of tree decomposition.
This well-known book is one of the main sources on the theory of large
deviations, but its section on Markov chains plays only an auxiliary role
in the book and seems almost unknown to specialists on Markov chains.
In this book it was proved that
?(x)=
q(x)
y # X q( y)
, (13)
where q( y) is defined as follows. Let X be a finite set and P be a stochastic
matrix. Let T be a spanning tree directed to y. This means that T is a
connected graph without cycles (tree), contains all the vertices of X (span-
ning), and that a vertex y is designated as a root. In any rooted tree with
a root y there is a unique path between any vertex v and y ‘‘directed’’ to
y; and this direction makes the tree a tree directed to y. (In a more detailed
form all necessary definitions of graph theory are given in Section 5.)
Denote G( y)=[spanning trees on X directed to y]. Then
q( y)= :
T # G( y)
r(T), where r(T)= ‘
(u, v) # T
p(u, ). (14)
For example, for X=[1, 2], G(1)=[T1], T1=[(2, 1)], and q(1)=
r(T1)= p(2, 1). For X=[1, 2, 3], G(1)=[T1 , T2 , T3], T1=[(3, 2),
(2, 1)], T2=[(2, 3), (3, 1)], T3=[(3, 1), (2, 1)], and q(1)= p(3, 2) p(2, 1)+
p(2, 3) p(3, 1)+p(3, 1) p(2, 1). For X=[1] we assume that q(1)=
r(<)=1. It is clear that each spanning tree on a set with k vertices (states)
contains exactly (k&1) edges and hence each r(T ) is a product of (k&1)
transition probabilities.
Observe that from a purely probabilistic point of view the Freidlin
Wentzell formula (13) is not only intuitively not obvious, but even strange:
it uses the products of transition probabilities of length (k&1), while the
invariant distribution reflects the limit behavior of trajectories over large
time intervals.
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Note also that the FreidlinWentzell formula bears a strong resemblance
to (and may have its roots in) Mason’s formulas, developed for signal flow
analysis in the 1950s and well-known in the theory of electrical circuits (see
[25]). The relationship between these two fields definitely deserves to be
studied, but we postpone this analysis pending more complete results.
A possible probabilistic interpretation of the quantities r(T ) and q( y) is
the following. Let each point u in X"y be randomly directed to some other
point v{u in X with probability p(u, v), with all such directed connections
independent. Then r(T) is the probability that the resulting random
configuration is the tree T and q( y) is the probability that the resulting
random configuration is one of the trees directed to y, i.e., the probability
of G( y).
Although formula (13) is inconvenient from a computational point of
view (since the number of spanning trees in a complete graph with k
vertices is kk&2), it is very useful for answering questions of the type posed
in Problem 4. For example, it immediately implies that if P and P are two
stochastic matrices satisfying (1), then the ratio of corresponding invariant
distributions ? and ?~ will be bounded by *2(k&1). This statement (point (a)
of Theorem 3 in Section 3) was proved again in [16, Theorem 1].
Using (13) and a similar but much more cumbersome representation for
uG(x, } ) and nG(x, y), Freidlin and Wentzell obtained in [15] the impor-
tant bounds for Problem 4 which they used in the theory of large devia-
tions. We will present their results and our improved bounds in Section 3.
Regarding the second goal of this paper, to describe the relation between
the SR algorithm and the results of Freidlin and Wentzell, we will prove
the following surprising statement.
Theorem 1. Let M=(X, P) be a finite ergodic Markov model, q^1(x),
x # X, be a vector calculated by formulas (10) and (12), and q(x), x # X, be
a vector calculated by formula (14). Then q^1(x)=q(x), x # X.
The equality in Theorem 1 opens the way to using results from Markov
chain theory to obtain some results in graph theory. For example, if in the
formula (14) we set p(u, v)=const>0 for all edges of a given connected
graph with vertex set X, then q( y) gives the number of the spanning trees
of this graph directed to y, and the SR algorithm provides sequential
formulas for its calculation. The calculation of this and similar numbers is
a traditional problem of graph theory. These formulas also can be helpful
in other problems related to stochastic graphs or Markov chains defined
on graphs, and in problems of stochastic formation of chemical or
biochemical configurations. The rather complicated proof of Theorem 1 is
given in Section 5.
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The remainder of this paper consists of four more sections. Section 2
explains the SR approach, and then demonstrates it with solutions to
Problems 13. Part of our statements in this section are not new but are
intended to simplify and clarify the results previously known. Section 3
presents a FreidlinWentzell theorem giving perturbation bounds, and
improves on those bounds with a short argument. Section 4 applies the SR
approach to the optimal stopping problem. Section 5 is concerned with the
connection of Markov chains to spanning trees and the proof of Theorem 1.
2. THE STATE REDUCTION APPROACH
2.1. The Initial and Reduced Markov Models
Most works on the SR algorithm refer, for basic statements, to the books
[3] and [4], but it is worth noting that the basic idea underlying the
elementary step of the SR algorithm appeared in the pioneering works, of
Kolmogorov and Do eblin. This idea, described below in Proposition A,
has been used since then in probability theory in several contexts on
numerous occasions.
Let us assume that a Markov model M1=(X1 , P1) is given and let (!n),
n=1, 2, ..., be a Markov chain specified by the model M1 . Let D/X, and
let {1 , {2 , ..., {n , ... be the sequence of Markov times of first, second, and so
on, visits of (!n) to the set X2 #X1 "D, so that {1=min[k0: !k # X2],
{n+1=min[k : {n<k, !k # X2], 0{1<{2< } } } . Let uX21 (x, } ) be the
distribution of Markov chain (!n) for the initial model M1 at the moment
{1 of first visit to set X2 (first exit from D) starting at z, z # D. Let us
consider the random sequence ’n=!{n , n=1, 2, ... .
Proposition A. (a) The random sequence (’n) is a Markov chain in a
model M2=(X2 , P2), where
(b) the transition matrix P2=[ p2(x, u)] is given by the formula
p2(x, y)= p1(x, y)+ :
z # D
p1(x, z) uX21 (z, y), x, y # X2 . (15)
Proof. Part (a) is immediately implied by the strong Markov property
for (!n) while the proof of (b) is straightforward. K
Since the distribution of the Markov chain at the moment of first visit
to a set can be represented by formula (5), formula (15) can be represented
in matrix form. This representation is proved, for example, in [3, pp. 114116].
To simplify the presentation we will assume that {X2< with probabil-
ity one. Otherwise, state space X2 must be complemented by an additional
absorbing point z
*
with corresponding transition probabilities p2(x, z*).
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For the sake of brevity, we call model M2 the D-reduced model (of M1) and
denote it as M2=M1(D).
An important case is that in which the set D consists of one point z. In
this case formula (15) obviously takes the form
p2(x, y)= p1(x, y)+
p1(x, z) p2(z, y)
(1& p1(z, z))
(x, y # X2). (16)
According to this formula, each row-vector of the new stochastic matrix
P2 is a linear combination of two rows of P1 (with the z-column deleted).
For a given row of P2 , these two rows are the corresponding row of P1 and
the z-row of P1 .
Comparing (16) with (9), we see that the above formula is the backbone
of the first stage of the SR algorithm.
A few other simple statements about the transition from the initial to the
reduced model can be useful.
Proposition B. If a Markov model M1=(X1 , P1) is irreducible
aperiodic positive recurrent, then for any D/X1 the D-reduced model
M2=M1(D) has the same properties.
Proposition C. If M1=(X1 , P1) is a Markov model and D1 , D2 are
subsets of X1 , D1 & D2=<, then M1(D1 _ D2)=(M1(D1))(D2); i.e., the
reduction in two subsequent steps coincides with the reduction in one
combined step.
Proposition D. If M1=(X1 , P1) is a (countable) Markov model and
D1 /D2 / } } } /X1 , D=n Dn and Markov model Mn=(Xn , Pn) is a
Dn -reduced model of M1 , n=1, 2, ..., M=(X"D, P) is a D-reduced model of
M1 , then pn(x, y)Zp(x, y) when n   for all x, y # X"D.
The proofs of B, C, D are standard and we omit them.
Proposition E. If M1=(X1 , P1) is a time reversible Markov model,
then for any D/X, the D-reduced model M2=M1(D) is also time reversible.
Proof. For the case D=[z] this statement follows immediately from
equalities ?1(x) p1(x, y)=?1( y) p1( y, x), x, y # X1 (time reversibility of
M1), formula (16), and proportionality of invariant distributions ?1 and ?2
for all points in smaller state space X2 . The latter property is shown below
in Lemma 1. After that, Proposition C implies that Proposition E holds for
any finite set D and finally, using Proposition D, we obtain the general
statement. K
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Remark 1. The interesting notion of ‘‘partition reversibility,’’ which
generalizes that of time reversibility, was introduced in [17]. Unlike time
reversibility, partition reversibility is preserved, by state reduction, only for
a special class of ‘‘appropriate’’ D, but not in general.
2.2. The Invariant Distribution in the Initial and Reduced Models
It is easy to understand that, although the initial Markov model
M1=(X1 , P1) and the D-reduced model M2=M1(D) with the transition
function p2(x, y) defined by the formula (15) are two different Markov
models, having two different space sets, some of their characteristics will
coincide or will have some simple relation.
For the case where the set D consists of one point z, the lemma below
shows the relation between the invariant distributions in the initial and
reduced models. The formulas that the lemma provides give rise in
modified form to formulas (10) and (12).
Lemma 1. Let M1=(X1 , P1) be a Markov model, X1=X _ [z], and
M2=(X2 , P2) be a z-reduced Markov model with X2=X and p2(x, y)
defined according to (16). Let set X and state z communicate in the model
M1 ; i.e., there are states i, j # X such that p1(i, z)>0, p1(z, j)>0. Then
(a) if the invariant distribution ?2( } ) exists in model M2 , the invariant
distribution ?1( } ) also exists (in M1) and can be calculated by the formulas
(y # X=y)
?1( y)=:1?2( y), y # X, (17)
?1(z)=;1 :
y
?2( y) p1( y, z)=;1R1 , (18)
where :1=1&?1(z)=s1 (R1+s1), ;1=1(R1+s1), R1 #R1(z) is the sum
in (18), s1 #s1(z)=1& p1(z, z);
(b) if the invariant distribution ?1( } ) exists in model M1 , the invariant
distribution ?2( } ) also exists (in M2) and is given by the formula
?2( y)=?1( y) :&11 , y # X, :1=1&?1(z).
The relations (17) and (18) have a transparent probabilistic meaning and
we omit the formal proof of Lemma 1. The invariant distribution is equal
to the proportion of time spent at a state. Therefore, the invariant distribu-
tions must be proportional on X2 ; i.e., the equality (17) holds. This
equality is a well-known statement. Formula (18) can be easily derived
from (17) and a balance equation for distribution ?1 at point z.
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Note also that a similar lemma holds for the case X1=X _ D. Then
:1=1&z # D ?1(z) and (18) is replaced by a system of linear equations.
Lemma 1 easily explains why the SR algorithm results in the calculation
of the invariant distribution and how formula (10) for h and formula (12)
for q^n appear.
Consider the sequence of models Mn=(Xn , Pn), n=1, 2, ..., k, where
states are eliminated one by one, and the invariant distribution ?k in
the last model is known. For example, if M1 is a finite model, Xn=
[n, n+1, ..., k], and the states are eliminated in increasing order, then
?k(k)=1. Repeated application of Lemma 1 allows us to proceed backward
through this sequence, calculating each time the invariant distribution ?n
for the model Mn , eventually recovering the invariant distribution ?1 of the
initial model.
In the case of a finite model, if the goal is only to calculate ?1 , as in the
SR algorithm, we can save operations by applying at each step formulas
similar to (17) and (18), but replacing the coefficient :1 by 1 and corre-
spondingly ;1 by 1s1 , and normalizing the result only at the final stage. In
this case we have the formula for h given by (10) (the second stage of the
SR algorithm).
The second way to reduce calculations is to replace the coefficient ;1 by
1 and correspondingly :1 by s1 , and again normalizing the result only at
the final stage. More precisely, slightly abusing notation, let us introduce
recursively a sequence of vectors q^n=[q^n(x), x # Xn=[n, n+k]],
n=k, k&1, ..., 1, as follows. Using generic notation y for points in Xn+1 ,
and z for the additional point in Xn (i.e., z=n), we write




q^n+1( y) pn( y, z), n=k&1, ..., 1,
where sn=sn(z)=1& pn(z, z). Then it is easy to check that vectors q^n
defined in (19) coincide with vectors q^n defined in (12) and that ?n , hn , and
q^n are related by the equalities
?n( } )=hn( } ) ‘
k&1
i=n
:i=q^n( } ) ‘
k&1
i=n
; i , n=k, ..., 2, 1, (20)
where :i and ;i are defined as in Lemma 1 for the model Mi instead of M1 .
Formula (20) implies that both normalized q^n and hn coincide with ?n
and in particular normalized h1 gives ?1 . This proves that the SR algorithm
does in fact calculate the invariant distribution ?1 .
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Formula (19) (or (10)) makes it possible to calculate the invariant dis-
tribution for any finite and some countable Markov chains, but especially
simple and fast calculations can be provided for Markov chains defined on
trees or graphs with relatively small numbers of cycles or having multi-
hierarchical structure. In many cases the calculations can be implemented
in parallel.
Theorem 1 asserts that the vectors q^n , and not hn , coincide with the
vectors qn defined in (14) (qn=q for model Mn). In other words, one way
of normalization is linked to ‘‘tree decomposition’’ and the other is not. We
do not have a heuristic explanation for this.
2.3. A Sequence of Models (Mn). SR Approach
The SR algorithm consists of two parts, state reduction and backward
iteration. Obviously, only the second is specifically related to the calcula-
tion of ?, while the first produces a sequence of reduced models of the type
described above. A natural idea, partly realized in papers [614], is to
extend the algorithm to a more general approach, which we shall call the
state reduction (SR) approach, and which can be described as follows.
We have an initial Markov model M1=(X1 , P1) and a characteristic L1
of this model to be calculated. Characteristic L1 can be a function on X1 ,
as invariant distribution ?( } ) or a value function v( } ), where the former is
a solution of a system of linear equations, and the latter is a solution of an
optimization problem (see Problem 6). Characteristic L1 can be a matrix,
like matrices U, N, Z, V, defined in Problems 13 as mathematical expecta-
tions with respect to Ex , x # X1 . More generally, characteristic L1 can be
a property, as is time reversibility. Two basic questions need to be
answered.
Q1. When is a characteristic of an initial model preserved by reduction?
By preserved, we mean that the characteristics of the initial and reduced
models coincide or coincide on the shared parts of the two domains.
Q2. When can a characteristic of an initial model M1=(X1 , P1) be
restored (calculated backward) given matrix P1 and the values of this
characteristic in the reduced model?
Suppose that the answer for Question 1 or Question 2 is positive for a
characteristic L, at least for some pairs of models M and M$, where M$
is a reduced model of M. The SR approach can be described as the
construction of a sequence of models Mn=(Xn , Pn), n=1, ..., k, such that
the model M1 is an initial model; each subsequent model is a reduced
model of the previous one; in the last model Mk the characteristic Lk can
be found in explicit form; and characteristic Ln either coincides with
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characteristic Ln+1 or it can be calculated through matrix Pn and
characteristic Ln+1 for all n up to L1 . The SR algorithm for calculating the
invariant distribution is an exact example of such a situation.
If, in the initial model, set X1 is a finite set, X1=[1, 2, ..., k], then the
first part of the SR approach is easy to implement in a standard way. Then
Mn=(Xn , Pn), n=1, 2, ..., k, with Xn=[n, ..., k], and stochastic matrices
Pn are calculated recurrently, using (16), eliminating one point at a time.
But generally any suitable sequence of models can be used in the first stage
and in some cases even when the initial space set X1 is countable. In this
case, of course, there must be at least one step at which an infinite set D
must be eliminated. This is possible if the transition probabilities or a state
space Xn has some specific properties, for example, when the Markov chain
is a random walk on a line. Such examples are discussed, by Sonin in [19]
in the context of optimal stopping problems. Briefly, the SR approach can
be described as the first (generalized) stage of the SR algorithm, followed
by backward calculation of a characteristic in question.
The most difficult part is the second stage, which requires an affirmative
answer either to Question 1 or to Question 2, and some knowledge of how
the characteristic of interest is linked in the initial and reduced models. To
construct an algorithm, obviously it is sufficient to give the formulas for
one step. So here, as in other statements in this paper, to simplify notation
we consider this step for models M1 and M2 , where M2 is a D-reduced
model of M1 .
Lemma 1 in Section 2.2 (and hence the SR algorithm) gives an example
of a situation in which the answer to Question 2 is positive. Below we
provide sufficient conditions for the answer to Question 1 to be positive.
Heuristically, any property will be preserved if that property depends
only on the behavior of trajectories when they are outside of D. To give the
formal statements we need some definitions.
Let us denote by Pi, x , Ei, x the measure and expectation for a Markov
chain with an initial point x in model Mi , i=1, 2. We again will suppress
the x, when it is clear what the initial point is, and we will assume for
simplicity that P1, x({X1"D<)=1 for all x # D. Denote by H i=
[h=(x0x1 } } } xs } } } ), xs # X i] the set of all (infinite) trajectories in model
Mi , i=1, 2, and let Bi , i=1, 2, be corresponding Borel _-algebras. Let us
introduce the projection mapping F : H1  H2 by F(x0x1 } } } xs } } } )=
(x{1 } } } x{k } } } ), where {1 , {2 , ..., {n , ... are the moments of first, second, and
so on, visits to the set X1"D. Thus all x i # D, 0i, are deleted from the
trajectory (x0x1 } } } xs } } } ) in H1 .
Let Li , be two functionals defined on Hi , i=1, 2. We call such
functionals F-equivalent, if they satisfy the condition
L1(h)=L2(F(h)) for all h # H1 . (21)
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Lemma 2. Let M1=(X1 , P1) be a Markov model, D/X1 , M2=
(X2 , P2) be the D-reduced model, and Li , i=1, 2, be functionals satisfying
condition (21). Then
E1, xL1=E2, x L2 , x # X2 . (22)
Proof. First, using formula (15) it is easy to check, that P2(B)=
P1(F &1(B)) for any set B # B2 . This implies that the statement is true for
all pairs of functionals L1 , L2 having a form L2(h)=IB(h), h # H2 ,
L1(h)=L2(F(h)), h # H1 . After that (22) follows by a limit transition. K
Lemma 2 gives a formal justification to the intuitively obvious
Lemma 3. Let M1=(X1 , P1) be a Markov model, G/X1 , D/X1"G,
and M2=(X2 , P2) be a D-reduced Markov model, i.e., X2=X1"D, and
p2(x, y) is defined according to (15). Let Ui , N i , U i$ , N i$ , i=1, 2, be
matrices defined in Problems 1 and 2 for models M1 and M2 ( for a set G).
Then the elements of U1 , N1 , U$1 , N$1 restricted to the model M2 coincide
with the corresponding elements of U2 , N2 , U$2 , N$2 , i.e., uG1 (x, y)=u
G
2 (x, y),
x # X2"G, y # G; n$G1 (x, y)=n$G2 (x, y), x # G, y # X2"G, and similarly for
other matrices.
Proof. It is sufficient to note that the number of visits to a state y # X2
and the position of a trajectory at the moment of first visit (or first return)
to a set G are examples of functionals satisfying condition (21). K
Lemma 3 implies that the distribution uG1 (x, } ) of a Markov chain at the
moment of first visit to set G and the mean time nG1 (x, y) spent at y before
this moment in the initial model M1=(X1 , P1) both remain unchanged for
those states x, y which remain in the reduced model M2=(X2 , P2). This
property holds true for any finite number of repetitions of the reduction
step, provided that x remains in the state space in the case of calculation
of uG1 (x, } ), and both x and y in the case of calculation of n
G
1 (x, y). If
X1=[1, 2, ..., k] _ G and on the i th step of the reduction stage state i is
eliminated, i=1, 2, ..., k&1, then at the final, (k&1)th step, in model
Mk=(Xk , Pk), set (Xk"G) consists of only one point k, and therefore
uG1 (k, } )=u
G
2 (k, } )= } } } =u
G









where sk=1& pk(k, k).
Thus we know values uGi (k, } ) and n
G
i (k, k) for all models Mi , i.e., the
characteristics u and n are preserved, but we need computational formulas
for sequential calculation for other points. As usual, we consider two
models M1 and M2 , defined in Lemma 1, and we assume that the values
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n1(x, y)=n2(x, y) are given for all x # X2=X. Thus we need to fill the first
row n1(z, y) and the first column n1(x, z) of matrix N1 . For this goal we
will use (3). The first of these equalities gives n1(z, y)=p1(z, z) n1(z, y)+
x # X p1(z, x) n1(x, y), y{z, which implies the formula to fill the first row
in matrix N1 (except element n1(z, z)),
n1(z, y)= :
x # X
p1(z, x) n2(x, y)s1(z), y{z. (24)
Now, similarly the second equality in (3) provides the first (full) column
of matrix N1 ,
n1(x, z)=_Iz(x)+ :y # X n1(x, y) p1( y, z)&<s1(z), x # X _ z. (25)
Now we can calculate Ui=[uGi (x, } )] either by (5) or sequentially using (6).
Remark 2. The other method for calculating matrix N is given by
Sheskin in [18]. In this paper the two stages, state reduction and back-
ward computation, are combined in one stage when a matrix of double
dimension is calculated using formula (9). It is an interesting question
whether similar construction is always possible if the answer to Question 2
is positive.
Remark 3. An algorithm for calculating the fundamental matrix Z,
similar to FUND given in Heyman [7], also can be described as a sequential
calculation of Z, on the basis of Zn+1 and Pn , n=k&1, ..., 2, 1.
2.4. A Short Proof of the Grassmann, Taksar, Heyman Statements
Let M=(X, P) be an irreducible aperiodic positive recurrent Markov
model, X=[1, 2, ...], Gs=[1, 2, ..., s], ns(x, y) be the expected number of
visits of a Markov chain to a state y before the moment of first return to
Gs (i.e., during a sojourn from Gs) with initial point x, i.e., ns(x, y)=
Ex %&1m=0 Iy(!m), where % is the moment of first return to G
s, {=min[n1,
!n # Gs]. (Note that ns(x, y)#n$G
s
(x, y) in notation of Problems 1 and 2
and Lemma 3.)
Theorem 2. (a) [2, Theorem 1]. Let ? be the steady-state distribution




?(x) nd (x, y). (26)
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(b) [2, Proposition 1]. For any x, d, y # X, 1xd y,
nd (x, y+1)=n y(x, y+1)+ :
y
u=d+1
nd (x, u) n y(u, y+1). (27)
Proof. Let M1 denote the model in Theorem 2. Accordingly all quan-
tities in (26) and (27) will receive the subscript 1. Thus X1=[1, 2, ...],
?=?1 , nd=nd1 , and so on.
(a) The nontrivial case is the case where y>d. Let D=
[i : i>d, i{ y] and M2=M1(D) be the D-reduced model, i.e., X2=
([1, 2, ..., d] _ [ y]). By definition of invariant distribution (?T2 =?
T
2 P2) we
have ?2( y)(1& p2( y, y))=dx=1 ?2(x) p2(x, y). It is easy to see that in the
model M2 , where the only possibility of a sojourn from Gd is a jump to y,
cycling a few times in y and returning to Gd, we have nd2( y, y)=
1(1& p2( y, y)) and nd2(x, y)= p2(x, y) n
d
2( y, y)=p2(x, y)(1& p2( y, y)).
Therefore ?2( y)=dx=1 ?2(x) n
d
2(x, y).
By Lemma 3 applied to set G=Gd (n$Gdi (x, y)#n
d
i (x, y)) we have
nd1(x, y)=n
d
2(x, y). Now, using this equality and the proportionality of ?1
and ?2 (point (a) of Lemma 1) we receive (26).
(b) Let D=[ y+2, y+3, ...] and M2=M1(D) be the D-reduced
model, i.e., X2=[1, 2, ..., d, d+1, y, y+1]. Applying Lemma 3 corre-
spondingly for G=Gd and G=G y, we obtain nd1(x, u)=n
d
2(x, u) for x # X2 ,
u # [d+1, ..., y, y+1], and n y1(u, y+1)=n
y
2(u, y+1) for u # X2 . As is easy
to see (we used a similar equality in the proof of point (a)), in model M2
we have also n y2(u, y+1)= p2(u, y+1)c2 , where c2=1& p2( y+1, y+1)
for u # X2 , u{ y+1. Hence (27) can be rewritten as
nd2(x, y+1)= p2(x, y+1)c2+ :
y
u=d+1
nd2(x, u) p2(u, y+1)c2 .
This formula is obviously equivalent to
nd2(x, y+1)= p2(x, y+1)+ :
y+1
u=d+1
nd2(x, u) p2(u, y+1), (28)
where the sum has one more term. Now it is sufficient to notice that (28)
for 1xd y is simply the second equality in formula (4) for states x
and y+1 with set G=[1, 2, ..., d] and X"G=[d+1, ..., y+1] in model
M2 . K
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3. IMPROVED FREIDLINWENTZELL PERTURBATION BOUNDS
FOR FINITE MARKOV CHAINS
For matrices P and P , satisfying inequalities (1), in the sequel we will use
notation PP =O(*) and we will call them *-comparable. We will apply the
same convention to two functions (numbers) f (x), g(x) satisfying
inequalities similar to (1) for all values of their arguments.
Theorem 3 [15, Lemmas 3.23.4]. Let M=(X, P) be a Markov model,
G/X, |X"G|=k<, and P and P be two stochastic matrices, PP =O(*).
(a) If ?(x), ?~ (x) are the invariant distributions for Markov models
M=(X, P) and M =(X, P ), (G=<) then
?(x)?~ (x)=O(*2(k&1)), x # X, (29)
(b) If u(x, } ), u~ (x, } ), n(x, y), n~ (x, y) are the distributions at the
moment of first visit to G and the mean time spent at y until such moment
for Markov models M and M , then
u(x, } )u~ (x, } )=O(*4k), x # X"G, (30)
n(x, y)n~ (x, y)=O(*4k), x, y # X"G. (31)
Remark 4. In Theorem 3 we presented the FreidlinWentzell results
only in the context of Problem 4. They also studied the relation between
aggregated and disaggregated models. The second part of their results
follows from the above estimates relatively easily.
The basis for Theorem 3 is provided by formula (13). The proof of this
formula in [15, Lemma 3.1] is relatively simple and short. For the sake of
completeness it is given as a part of the proof of Theorem 1 (Lemma 6 in
Section 5). Statement (a) of Theorem 3 follows immediately from this
formula, since both numerator and denominator contain products of
transition probabilities of length (k&1). In contrast to (13), the proofs of
estimates (30) and (31) in [15] require a few pages and are very
complicated. Using the idea of State Reduction, we can easily prove
Theorem 4. Let the conditions of Theorem 3 be satisfied. Then the
bounds in (30) and (31) are true with 4 replaced by 3.
Proof. To prove Theorem 4 we need only two simple statements.
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Proposition 1. Let a, b, c, a$, b$, c$ be positive numbers such that aa$=
O(s1), bb$=O(s1), and cc$=O(s2). Then a$a=O(s1), (a+b)(a$+b)=
O(s1), aca$c$=O(s1 s2).
Proof. Obvious. K
Lemma 4. Let M1=(X1 , P1) be a Markov model, P1 and P 1 be two
stochastic matrices, P1P 1=O(s). Then after elimination of one point
from X1 the corresponding matrices P2 and P 2 are s3-comparable, i.e.,
P2 P 2=O(s3).
Proof. By the definition of s-comparability we have p1(x, y)
sp~ 1(x, y), p1(z, y)sp~ 1(z, y), 1& p(z, z)=y{z p1(z, y)s&1 y{z p~ 1(z, y)
=s&1(1& p~ 1(z, z)), and hence by (16) and Proposition 1 we obtain the
statement of Lemma 4. K
Applying Lemma 4 sequentially to models Mn , n=1, 2, ..., k we obtain
that P2P 2=O(*3), P3 P 3=O(*3
2
), ..., Pk&1 P k&1=O(*3
k&2
), and Pk P k=
O(*3k&1). Now using formula (23), a similar formula for nk&1(x, y), x{ y,
and Lemma 4 we get that u1u~ 1=uk u~ k=O(*2 } 3
k&1
), n1 n~ 1=nk&1 n~ k&1=
O(*3k&1), which implies Theorem 4. K
Remark 5. Using (16) it is not difficult to construct examples that show
that the constant 3 in the formulation of Theorem 4 can not be decreased.
4. THE OPTIMAL STOPPING PROBLEM AND THE
ELIMINATION ALGORITHM
There are two different, though essentially equivalent, approaches to
OSP, usually called ‘‘the martingale theory of OSP of general stochastic
sequences (processes)’’ and ‘‘the OSP of Markov chains,’’ represented by
the two classical monographs [21, 22]. In this paper we use the terminology
from the latter approach.
The OSP of a Markov chain is specified by the triplet M=(X, P, g),
where X is a state space, which is here assumed countable or finite;
P=[ p(x, y)] is a transition matrix; and g is a reward function. Accor-
dingly, let v be a value function for this OSP, i.e., v(x)=sup Ex g(!{), where
the sup is taken over all stopping times { ({<). Let Tf (x)=
y p(x, y) f ( y) be the averaging operator. It is well known that the value
function v satisfies the Bellman (optimality) equation
v(x)=max(g(x), Tv(x)), (32)
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and that v is the minimal excessive function which majorizes function g, i.e.,
the minimal function satisfying v(x)g(x), v(x)Tv(x) for all x # X (in
the terminology of the martingale approach v(!n) is the Snell’s envelope).
Let GX and {G be the moment of first visit to G. We call a set S an
optimal stopping set if S=[x : v(x)= g(x)] and Px[{S<]=1 for all
x # X. It is known that if such a set S exists and g is a bounded function
then {#{S is an optimal stopping time and v(x)=Ex g(!{). To simplify the
presentation we will assume that the optimal stopping sets do exist though
this assumption can be relaxed. This assumption always holds, for example,
in the case of finite state space X.
Basically there are three methods of solving OSP. The first one can be
conventionally called ‘‘the direct solution of the Bellman equation’’ and
generally can be applied only when M has a specific structure. The second
method is the value iteration method, in which, instead of solving Eq. (32),
one considers the sequence of functions vn(x) satisfying the relations
vn+1(x)=max(g(x), Tvn(x)), v0= g, n=0, 1, ... . The third well-known
method is applicable when the state space X is a finite set. In this case,
using the Bellman equation, v(x) can be represented as a solution of a
linear programming problem.
These three methods can be complemented by the algorithm which we
call the Elimination algorithm. This algorithm was proposed by the author
in [19] and uses the first stage of the SR approach. (At that time the
author was not aware of a vast literature on the SR algorithm, and no
proper references were made.)
The idea of the Elimination algorithm is based on the following simple
fact. Though in OSP it may be difficult to find the states where it is optimal
to stop, it is relatively easy to find a state (states) where it is optimal not
to stop. For example, it is optimal not to stop at all states where
Tg( } )>g( } ); i.e., the expected reward of doing one more step is larger than
the reward from stopping. Now we can exclude these states by using state
reduction. By Lemma 3 that will keep the distributions at the moments of
visits to any subset of remaining states the same and the excluded states do
not matter since it is not optimal to stop there. After that, in the reduced
model we can repeat the first step, and so on. The formal justification of
the transition from model M1 to model M2 is given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 5 [19, 20]. Let M1=(X1 , P1 , g) be an optimal stopping
problem, D[z # X1 : T1 g(z)>g(z)] and P1, x({X1"D<)=1 for all x # D.
Consider an optimal stopping problem M2=(X2 , P2 , g) with X2=X1"D,
p2(x, y) defined by (15). Let S be the optimal stopping set in problem M2 .
Then S is the optimal stopping set in M1 also and v1(x)=v2(x) for all
x # X2 .
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Let M1=(X1 , P1 , g) be an OSP with finite X1=[x1 , ..., xk] and T1 be
the corresponding averaging operator. The implementation of the Elimination
algorithm consists of the sequential application of two basic steps.
The first is to calculate the differences g(xi)&Ti g(xi), i=1, 2, ..., k, until
the first state occurs where this difference is negative. If there is no such
state, i.e., if all differences are nonnegative, it means that function g(x) is
an excessive function (for stochastic matrix P1) and therefore g(x) is a
minimal excessive majorant of g(x), i.e., g(x)=v(x) for all x and X1 is a
stopping set.
Otherwise there is a state, say z, where g(z)<T1 g(z). This implies (by
(32)) that g(z)<v(z) and hence z is not in the stopping set. Then we apply
a basic step of the Elimination algorithm: we consider a new, ‘‘reduced’’
model of OSP, M2=(X2 , P2 , g) with state set X2=(X1"[z]) and trans-
ition probabilities p2(x, y), x, y # X2 , recalculated by (16). Theorem 5
guarantees that the stopping set in the reduced model M2 coincides with
the optimal stopping set in the initial model M1 .
Now we repeat both steps in the model M2 , i.e., check the differences
g(x)&T2 g(x) for x # X2 , where T2 is an averaging operator for stochastic
matrix P2 , and so on. Obviously, in no more than k steps we shall come
to the model Mm=(Xm , Pm , g), where g(x)&Tm g(x)0 for all x # Xm ,
and therefore Xm is a stopping set in this and in all previous models,
including the initial model M1 .
In [20] examples in which the Elimination algorithm can be applied to
a countable set are given. Using a backward stage similar to that of the SR
approach, we can also sequentially calculate the values of v(x) for all points
eliminated previously.
5. PROOF AND APPLICATION OF THEOREM 1
(TREE COUNTING)
5.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Let set X in Theorem 1 contain k points, X=[1, 2, ..., k], and Mn ,
n=1, 2, ..., k, be a standard sequence of models for the initial model
M=M1 : Mn=(Xn , Pn), n=1, 2, ..., k with Xn=[n, ..., k], and stochastic
matrices Pn are calculated recurrently, using (16), eliminating one point at
a time. Let q^n(x) be defined by (10) and (12) and qn(x) be defined by
FreidlinWentzell formula (14), both in the models Mn , n=1, 2, ..., k. Thus
in our notation q(x)=q1(x). We obviously will prove Theorem 1 if we
show that
q^n(x)=qn(x), x # Xn , n=1, 2, ..., k. (33)
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From Section 2 (see paragraphs after Lemma 1) we know that q^n(x) can be
also recursively defined by (19). Since by definitions q^k(k)=qk(k)=1, to
prove (33) it is sufficient to prove that recursive formulas for q^n(x) and
qn(x) coincide for all n, i.e., qn(x) also satisfy formulas (19). As usual it is
sufficient to formulate the corresponding statement (Lemma 5, below) for
one step.
Note that Lemma 5 mirrors Lemma 1 in saying that if the normalizing
factor (R1+s1) is omitted in coefficients :1 and ;1 in formulas (17) and
(18) then ?1 and ?2 can be replaced by q1 and q2 . In accordance with nota-
tion in Section 1.5 and notation in Lemma 1 denote Gi ( y)=[spanning
trees on Xi directed to y], i=1, 2.
Lemma 5. Let Markov models M1 and M2 defined as in Lemma 1,
s1=1& p1(z, z), and let q1(x), x # X _ [z], and q2( y), y # X, calculated by
(14) in corresponding models, i.e.,
q1(x)= :
T $ # G1(x)
‘
(u, v) # T $
p1(u, v), q2( y)= :
T # G2( y)
‘
(u, v) # T
p2(u, v).
Then
q1( y)=s1 q2( y), y # X, (34)
q1(z)= :
y # X
q2( y) p1( y, z). (35)
To prove Lemma 5 we will prove Lemmas 610 but first we need some
definitions and facts from graph theory (see, e.g., [23]) in addition to those
given in Section 1.5.
Graph H is a pair of sets H=(X, E ), where X is a set of vertices (states)
and E is a set of edges, i.e., a set of unordered pairs (u, v), u, v # X. If E is
a set of ordered pairs we have a directed graph or digraph. We consider
graphs and digraphs on a given finite set X. If E is not mentioned explicitly
we assume that E is the set of all edges, i.e., H is a complete graph.
The number of trees in G( y)=[spanning trees on X directed to y] (the
same as the number of spanning trees on X) is equal to kk&2, where
k=|X |. This equality follows from the well-known (in combinatorics)
so-called Enumerator by degree sequence (see formula (49) at the end of this
section).
A collection F=[Tu , u # G/X] of disjoint trees with vertices in X, such
that each Tu is a tree directed to a state u and each state x # X belongs to
some tree Tu , is a spanning directed forest over set of roots G (some trees
Tu may have no edges, only roots u). In the sequel, for the sake of brevity,
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directed forest will always stand for a spanning directed forest over some
set of roots. Notice that if there is a spanning tree Ty directed to y and
some subset of edges is deleted from Ty (but all vertices remain intact) then
the set of remaining edges is always a directed forest over a set G _ [ y],
where G=[u # X : (u, v) # Ty , (u, v) was deleted].
Given set X, every (directed) graph, tree, forest is uniquely specified by
a set of its edges, so we will use the same letter to denote the directed
graph, etc., itself and the set of all edges in it. Further we will use letters
T, T $ to denote trees and directed trees and F to denote directed forests.
Our first step in proving Lemma 5 is FreidlinWentzell formula (13). To
keep our paper self-contained we give its proof, which is a more detailed
version of their short proof.
Lemma 6 [15, Lemma 3.2]. Let M=(X, P) be a finite Markov model
such that the invariant distribution ? exists and q( } ) is defined by formula
(14). Then ? is given by formula (13).
Proof. To prove Lemma 6 it is sufficient to prove that q satisfies the





q( y) p( y, x). (36)
Given tree T # G(x) and a state v, consider the set of edges T _ (x, v).
This is a directed graph with one cycle containing both state v and state x.
Let y= y(T, v) be the last state in the path from v to x in the tree T.
Denote the S=S(T, v) graph resulting from deletion from the set of edges
T _ (x, v) of edge ( y, x). It is easy to see that S is a spanning tree directed






y{x _ :v{x :T # G(x) : y(T, v)= y r(S(T, v))& p( y, x).
(37)
Now using the definition of S and the usual properties of trees it can be
checked that trees S(T, v) are different for different pairs (T, v) and that
v{x, T # G(x) : y(T, v)= y S(T, v)=G( y). Therefore the right side of (37) coin-
cides with the right side of (36) and hence the equality (36) is proved. K
Our next step, in proving Lemma 5 is to show that formula (34)
immediately implies formula (35). Actually; if q1( y)=s1q2( y) for all y # X,
then if we take into account the fact that s1 #1& p1(z)=x{z p1(z, x),
formula (36) for x=z and model M=M, becomes (35).
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Let us prove formula (34) of Lemma 5. Let a state y # X be fixed. By
definition of q1( y) (formula (14)), we have
q1( y)= :
T $ # G1( y)
r1(T $)= :
T $ # G1( y)
‘
(u, v) # T $
p1(u, v). (39)
By definition of q2( y)
s1q2( y)=s1 :
T # G2( y)
r2(T)=s1 :
T # G2( y)
‘
(u, v) # T
p2(u, v). (39)
Thus our aim is to prove that the right sides of (38) and (39) coincide.
The key element of this long proof is the two-stage partitioning of sets
G1( y) and G2( y), first according to different subsets D/X"y and then by
different directed forests F over sets D _ [ y].
First we apply this idea to decomposing q1( y) in formula (38). Let
T $ # G1( y). Denote by D=[u : (u, z) # T $], D=D(T $). Because y is a root
in T $, D/X"y. Let us delete all edges in T $ with starting points at D, an
edge (z, j), j # X, which is the first edge on the unique path from z to y in
T $, and a state z. Thus we have removed |D|+1 edges and one state. The
set F of remaining edges of T $, F#FT $, D=[(u, v) # T $, u  D, u{z],
specifies a directed forest F=[Tu , u # D _ y]. Note that state Ty #Ty(F ),
because if j # Tu , u{ y, we would have a cycle in T $ made of the path from
j to u and edges (u, z) and (z, j).
Denote F(D)=[F : F=FT $, D , T $ # G1( y), D(T $)=D]. It is easy to see
that F(D) is the set of all forests F (in X ) over set D _ [ y].
Obviously, any T $ # G1( y) uniquely specifies a triplet (D, F, j). Vice
versa, if we have a triplet (D, F, j), where D is a subset of X"y, F is a direc-
ted forest F=[Tu , u # D _ y] and a point j # Ty , we can obtain a tree
T $ # G1( y) adding to set X a state z, and adding to F edges (u, z) for all
u # D and edge (z, j). This correspondence proves the first point of the
following lemma.
Lemma 7. (a) There is one-to-one correspondence between trees T $ in
G1( y) and triplets (D, F, j) described above.




(u, v) # F
p1(u, v) } p1(z, j)
=A(D) B(F ) p1(z, j), (40)
where A(D), B(F ) are the first and second products in (40).
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Proof of (b) follows immediately from (a) and the formula for r1(T $),
(38). Proof of (c) follows immediately from (38) and (40) and the usual
algebraic manipulations. K
Now let us analyze formula (39) for s1q2( y). Let T # G2( y). The
transition probabilities p2 and p1 are related by formula (16). Therefore
r2(T )= ‘
(u, v) # T
p2(u, v)= ‘
(u, v) # T
( p1(u, v)+ p1(u, z) p2(z, v) s&11 ). (42)
Let us consider a monomial in the expansion of this product, i.e., a term
with coefficient 1. This monomial is the product of some number of the first
terms and of some number of the second terms in the brackets in (42). Let
D be the set of all states u participating in the second terms and F be the
set of all edges (u, v) participating as the first terms in the product for this
monomial. Because y is a root in T, D/X"y. Obviously set D/X"y
uniquely specifies set F=FT, D , which also can be described as a result of
the deletion from tree T of all edges (u, v), u # D (but not states). Thus F
is a directed forest F=[Tu , u # D _ y]. Given T # G2( y) and D/X"y,
denote
f (v)# fT, D(v)=|[u : (u, v) # T, u # D]|, v # X; (43)
i.e., f (v) is the number of edges in T directed to v from set D, or which is
the same, the number of trees Tu directed to v in T. Let f # fT, D be a
corresponding (k&1)-dimensional vector f =[ f (v), v # X]. Obviously
v f (v)=|D|. In this notation the monomial can be rewritten as
‘
(u, v) # F=FT, D
p1(u, v) ‘
u # D




(u, v) # F
p1(u, v) ‘
v
( p1(z, v)) f (v) s&|D|1
=A(D) B(F ) P(T, D) s&|D|1 , (44)
where A(D), B(F ), and P(T, D) are corresponding products in (44). Notice
that A(D) and B(F ) are the same as the terms in (40).
Vice versa, given T # G2( y), each set D/X"y uniquely specifies a
monomial in the expansion of (42) and the set F=FT, D . This one-to-one
correspondence between subsets D and monomials in (42) and formula
(44) implies the first point of the following lemma.
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Lemma 8. (a) For any tree T # G2( y) its probability
r2(T )= :
D/X"y
A(D) B(F ) P(T, D) s&|D|1 , (45)
where A(D), B(F ), F=FT, D , and P(T, D) are defined in (44).






T # G2( y) : FT, D=F
P(T, D) s&|D|1 . (46)
To prove point (b) let us notice that given set D/X"y, a set
[F : F=FT, D for some T # G2( y)] coincides with the set F(D) of all
possible forests F=[Tu , u # D _ y] (in, X ) over set [D _ y], introduced
before the formulation of Lemma 7. Therefore by definition of q2( y) (see
formula (39)) and formula (45) we obtain (46). K
Now comparing (46) and (41) we see that to prove that q1( y)=s1q2( y)
we need only that the following equality hold for any given set D/X"y,
and any forest F # F(D),
:
T # G2( y) : FT, D=F
P(T, D)=s |D|&11 :
j # Ty(F )
p1(z, j), (47)
where P(T, D) are defined in (44), s1=1& p1(z, z)=v # X p1(z, v), and
function f =fT, D was defined in (43). Notice that the sum in the left side
of this equality is taken over trees in the model M2 , but the transition
probabilities in both sides of this equality are taken from the model M1 .
To prove (47) we will prove a more general statement for the generating
functions defined on set X, which is of interest in its own right. We receive
this generalized statement if we replace all transition probabilities p1(z, v)
in both sides of (47) by variables xv . To simplify notations we will assume
X=[1, 2, ..., k].
Lemma 9. Let y # X=[1, 2, ..., k], D/X"y, F # F(D) be a directed
forest [Tu] over set D _ [ y], with f =fT, D defined by (43). Then for any
tuple (x1 , x2 , ..., xk)
:
T # G( y) : FT, D=F
‘
v
x f (v)v =\ :v # X xv+
|D|&1
:
j # Ty(F )
xj . (48)
To prove Lemma 9 we need some additional notions and results from
graph theory. Let G be the set of all nondirected spanning trees on a set
Z=[1, 2, ..., n] and let T # G. With any tree T we can associate a
monomial M(T )=xd(1)1 x
d(2)
2 } } } x
d(n)
n , where d(i) is a degree of a vertex i,
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i.e., the number of edges in T touching i. The theorem, well known in graph
theory (see, e.g., [23, Chap. 4, Theorem 2]) states that
:
T # G
M(T )=(x1+x2+ } } } +xn)n&2 x1x2 } } } xn . (49)
The sum in the left side is called the enumerator-by-degree sequence.
We need similar statements for directed trees. Let y # Z and T # G( y).
Similarly to M(T ) let us define the monomial I(T ) by I(T )=
x g(1)1 x
g(2)
2 } } } x
g(n)
n , where g(i) is an indegree of a vertex i, i.e., the number
of edges directed to i in a tree T.
Lemma 10. Let y # Z, |X |=n, and I(T) be the monomials defined above.
Then
:
T # G( y)
I(T )=(x1+x2+ } } } +xn)n&2 xy . (50)
Proof. Obviously we have d( y)= g( y) and d(i)= g(i)+1 for any vertex
i{ y. Hence M(T )=I(T ) >i{ y xi and (50) follows immediately from
(49). K
Proof of Lemma 9. Let F=[Tu] be a directed forest over set
D =D _ [ y] and a tree T # G( y) be such that FT, D=F. We can define a
unique tree T directed to y on a set D as follows. If |, u # D then an edge
(|, u) # T iff tree T| is connected to tree Tu in T by some edge (|, v|) # T,
v| # Tu . Denote G ( y) the set of all trees on set D directed to y. Let I (T )
be a monomial for this tree in variables tu , u # D , i.e., I (T )=>u # D t g~ (u)u ,
where g~ (u) is an indegree of u in T , which coincide with the number of T|
directed to Tu in T. Then by Lemma 10
:
T # G ( y)
I (T )=\ :u # D tu+
|D|+1&2
ty . (51)
Now we can notice that each tree T # G( y), such that FT, D=F, is
specified by a corresponding tree T and by a specification of vectors
Vu=[v| , | # D : (|, v|) # T, v| # Tu], u # D . It is easy to see that the
dimension of vector Vu is g~ (u) and that v # Tu f (v)= g~ (u). Given T and
hence g~ (u), each vector Vu is in one-to-one correspondence with
monomials of generating function (v # Tu xv)
g~ (u). It means that each tu in
both sides of (51) must be replaced by (v # Tu xv). Then (51) is transformed
into (48). Thus Lemma 9 and the equality (47) are proved. This proves
Lemma 5 and Theorem 1. K
If we set x1=x2= } } } =xk=1 then formula (48) implies the following
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Corollary 1 (of Lemma 9). Let y # X, |X |=k, D/X"y, F=[Tu] be
a directed forest over set D _ [ y]. Then there are k |D|&1 |Ty | spanning trees
on X directed to y and containing given directed forest F.
Remark 6. Lemma 9 and formula (48) are in fact a generalization of
the theorem given by (49). The latter formula is a particular case of (48)
when D=X"y, F=<. In this case formula (48) takes the form (50), which
is equivalent to (49).
5.2. A Possible Probabilistic Interpretation of Lemma 9
Let y, D, F=[Fu] # F(D) be as in Lemma 9 and (x1 , x2 , ..., xk) be a
probability distribution on X, ki=1 xi1. Let each tree Tu be randomly
connected (directed) by a point u to a point v # X with probability xv , and
let all such directed connections be independent. For any resulting random
configuration C, we can define fC(v) as the number of such connections to
point v. If C=T for some tree T # G( y), then fC= fT, D and >v x f (v)v is the
probability that random configuration will result in a tree T. Thus, the left
side of (48) is the probability of a set [T # G( y) : FT, D=F], i.e., the prob-
ability of all random configurations that are trees T, directed to point y
and having as their part given directed forest F=[Tu] # F(D).
Formula (47) is a special case of such an interpretation when all
xv= p1(z, v). Note that by formula (48) this probability does not depend
on the structure of trees Tu , u{ y. If ki=1 xi=1, then this probability
depends only on set Ty and if ki=1 x i<1 then this probability depends
only on the value of this sum, set Ty , and the number of components |D|.
5.3. The Sequential Calculation of the Number of Spanning Trees in a Given
Graph G
Let G be a connected graph on a set X=[1, 2, ..., k]. Denote by NG the
number of spanning trees on this graph. This number coincides with the
number of spanning trees directed to any point x, for example, x=k. Let
d be the maximal value of degree in G, i.e., d=maxx # V d(x). Let us define
the transition probabilities for the Markov chain on this graph as





By (14) r(T )=1d k&1 for every spanning tree on this graph and hence
q(k)#q1(k)=NGd k&1. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, q1(k)=q^1(k), where
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q^1(k) can be calculated sequentially by the first of formulas (19) ( y=k)
starting from q^k(k)=1. Thus




where sn(n)=1& pn(n, n). This provides an alternative way to calculate the
number of spanning trees of a graph G. The traditional way is to calculate
the determinant of a matrix specified by the adjacency matrix and the
matrix of outdegrees. Note also that, since the uniform distribution is an
invariant distribution for any Markov chain with symmetrical transition
probabilities, this holds for the Markov chain defined by (52). Therefore by
point (b) of Lemma 1 the uniform distribution is also an invariant distribu-
tion in any model Mn . Hence all q^n(x) for fixed n coincide for different
x # Xn .
Similarly we can find the number of spanning trees of a graph G contain-
ing a given collection of disjoint trees [Tu]. To this goal we need to define
the transition probabilities on X by two different constants. Other interest-
ing relationships between behavior of time reversible Markov chains on
graphs and the algebraic properties of their transition matrices can be
found in [24].
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